FTX Collapse: Jews Infiltrated Cryptocurrency To Destroy It
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The reasons we are doing the Rituals against them should be apparent. The situation with our world is that these parasites making it to positions of power comes at a great risk of both maintaining them and removing them, the greatest risk is however to do nothing.

As they engage in these actions, they, in the long-term, keep humanity hostage and its future in jeopardy.

Recently reading the news, a 50 billion dollar firm named FTX that was run by another jew who was pretending to be great on a liquidity issue infested company just collapsed too, on top of it.

After another scandal with the Cryptocurrency Terra Luna, we have the above. Mashinsky, or the head of Celsius, another insolvent and built on nothing crypto firm also did collapse, followed by a 35+ billion dollar loss of Terra Luna.

These scandals, to give context, are literally as big sinkholes as the 2008 financial crisis or the cascades of financial destruction in the dot-com bubble.

The goy will pay the price for this either through debt or directly or both.

"Born and raised to an upper-middle-class Jewish family in California, he is the son of Barbara Fried and Joseph Bankman, both professors at Stanford Law School."

Jews were calling their infiltrators and champions by the best names as they always do with any kike that is about to pull the plug on the Goyim, their fortunes and destroy everything.

They like to choose the best titles for their own, "White Knight", "Savior", sort of like Jesus and how good he was all along while he made humanity spiritually bankrupt. To give an example:

Three Arrows Excluded as Crypto White Knight Rescues Voyager

https://www.asiafinancial.com/crypto-cr ... ger-rescue

As the lives of everyone are now collapsing in that sector, and the sector itself, everyone tries to blame all the good in said sector. The jews in this are literally dove touched, just writing it off as a mere bankruptcy etc etc.
Their own are always doing the "Transferring the sins to Azazel", we know everything here on how that works. Then a good Kol Nidrei in order to write off any oaths they might have gave to the Goy, and then some Mishna showers to pretend nothing ever happened when the lives of the equivalent of 50 billion are drained down forever from the soul of the gentiles and their labor.

The problem when jews infest everything is that they will always, no matter if they have been "helpful or enablers" at one point, they are assigned with agenda.

Mashinsky, the other kike that bankrupted everyone again:
**TECH TALK: Meet Alex Mashinsky, everyone's white knight**

https://www.jpost.com/jpost-tech/tech-t ... ght-677441

Then people like Kanye West end up saying these people are fucking everything up, but all jews in control call him the Dark Knight and a social danger now, we know the drill.

Clearly, the agenda of Sam Bankman Fried was to pull the plug on Crypto on its way down to destroy for his tribe the idea of decentralized finance or freedom in finance. This jew like the ones before him were only in this whole thing for profits and then to pull the plug, devastating millions of investors into the idea of a finance that is not jew run, owned and operated.

FTX was also pivotal in getting the whole sector attacked by the Government with further regulation [more incoming] and also making sure that already existing regulation was enforced on the whole sector.

After they made real for years that their jewish elders who funded FTX had the upper hand, then they violently pulled the plug to make sure everything went worse.

The enemy wants to attack the concept as much as possible as they want to have a stranglehold over the control of wealth of others.

Many people ask again and again about jews. The situation is, Mashinsky was a Jew, and Bankman Fried is another jew. They always do the same thing in repeat on whatever is against them. They latch on things that would eventually cause them issues on the agenda.

In the case of Bankman Fried it's clear the Economic Forum made this the "persona" of Crypto in the United States, and quickly so, in order to collapse it later.

Jews in general work in this way through infestation. After they infest, they do major crimes and mistakes while pretending they are on your team.
Then, the public is told that this is the team's fault, while the jew escapes from the backdoor after causing bleeding damage at the worst time possible to do it, like Bankman Fried with his airplane flight to Argentina and a foolish attempt to likely steal the assets of his own customers while he was at it.

Everyone should be made aware of that self serving and bandit lizardine species, because it's dangerous and ruins lives of people on a daily basis.

We are not evil because we are aware of jews. We are just not victims. This agitates the jews who want every "goy" to be their victim.
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If you study any financial collapse, even the dot com boom or especially the Great Recession of 2008, they are always behind certain schemes like this and slink away from accountability. A lot of the same parasites causing this chaos a few decades later end up heading the Federal Reserve or something to that affect, which nobody can really explain as they ignore the obvious factor of their perennial nepotism.

They don't only do this in high level finance position either. They hawк the schemes they invent to the goys through morons like Oprah or TikTok or whatever the cattle listen to, then pocket the fallout.

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZJh25-sO98](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZJh25-sO98)

This is a good video going into a certain lizardess playing a major part in the 2008 crisis through her media scam. WARNING: the maw on this thing is really disgusting, its eyes look totally predatory.. nasty!!

Always the same. Also, the Theranos jewess is another blatant example:

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CccfnRpPtM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CccfnRpPtM)